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“On the distortions in calculated GW parameters during slanted atmospheric sound-
ings” by A. de la Torre et al. We acknowledge and appreciate the details comments.

This manuscript thoroughly investigated the “distortion factor” (D), namely the ratio
between the apparent and the true vertical wavelengths, which is introduced by the
slantwise observation. D is basically determined by the slantwise angle of the observ-
ing line of sight, and the wave propagation direction. The author also argued that the
derived energy density (Ep) as well as the momentum flux (MF) are also exposed to
the distortion due to the same reason, but quantitative assessment on this point is not
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established other than limited discussion on a single case study. Two major slantwise
observing techniques are studied: GPS-RO and SABER limb sounding. The main
point was made on that, although both under-estimation (D1) can occur for both ob-
serving techniques, GPS-RO has much wider “observational window” to “see” many
GWs, while SABER, due to its limbsounding design, is only capable to observe only
GWs that are aligned in a “correct” angle. This research is carefully designed and
conducted. Although similar topic has been mentioned and discussed in previous lit-
eratures, this is the first study I know to my best knowledge that focuses on studying
this distortion factor introduced by slantwise sounding. Also, the point made on the two
representative slantwise techniques (GPSRO and SABER) is also novel and solid. I
support eventual publication of this paper on AMT. However, since I’m also one of the
reviewers of the original manuscript before publication on AMTD, I still have some ma-
jor comments to point out, as I don’t see these points have been addressed properly
before publication on AMTD. My major point is that: how do you quantify the associ-
ation of “D” and the distortion of Ep and MF? The entire Section 3, although relate to
another very important question (i.e., how slantwise sounding impacts/biases the Ep
and MF estimation), is not quantitatively tied to the rest of this manuscript. Even for the
single case study (Line 225-245), only one factor of the MF bias is actually estimated,
while the other factor that biases Ep is only pointed out by Equation (9) but the exact
value is not estimated. Besides, both factors are not apparently related to “D” that is
discussed all through the rest of this paper. If the authors can explicitly write “D” into
Equation (8) and/or (9), please do so. Otherwise, I suggest remove Section 3 and only
gently discuss the point that slantwise sounding would also distort the estimation of MF
and Ep.

Section 3 has been completely written again, between pages 7 and 12 of the new
version and several equations and discussion were included. We hope that these
points have been more consistently addressed now. The main changes are highlighted
in red.
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Another major point I have is that whether the distortion of “D” on a single measure-
ment would be averaged out or not in the climatology? For example, with so many
GPS RO soundings globally in one month of observation, would over-estimation and
underestimation of D likely not cause any distortion of the estimation of the climatol-
ogy of the true vertical wavelength? Would the distortion still occur at certain regions
where convective or topographic GWs dominate the local GW spectrum? Since we
don’t have the “truth”, I suggest the author consider the following two strategies: (1)
take high-resolution ECMWF or MIROC analysis and perform high-pass filtering to ex-
tract the “resolved GWs”, and then apply GPS-RO and SABER viewing path to these
GWs to construct a global “D” dataset; or (2) construct some very idealized GW spectra
to represent convective, mountain and jet source generated GWs, and apply the same
viewing path to construct an idealized global “D” spectrum. The former may take more
effort and may be considered as future work. The latter is expected to be relatively
easy. For example, you can take the spectrum suggested in: Alexander, M. J., and
R. A. Vincent (2000), Gravity waves in the tropical lower stratosphere: A model study
of seasonal and interannual variability, J. Geophys. Res., 105(D14), 17,983–17,993,
doi:10.1029/2000JD900197. Or Gong, J., M. A. Geller, and L. Wang (2008), Source
spectra information derived from U.S. high-resolution radiosonde data, J. Geophys.
Res., 113, D10106, doi:10.1029/2007JD009252.

Here we followed the second suggestion by the reviewer. We feel that we reasonably
improved the discussion now, taken into account the constraints of a one dimensional
model. We mainly tried to provide a good idea of the possible application and limitations
of our results to past and future slanted atmospheric soundings.

Minor points: Line 116: not sure what you mean. All in all, the current fasion of GWD
parameterization is still heavily tuned and pretty “add-hoc” that lacks physical basis or
observational constraints. You may add some references here to support your state-
ment.

A sentence and a reference from a review were added in lines 116-119.
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Figure 3: I suppose the color in the right panel corresponds to the magnitude of D?
If yes, please make sure the left and right panels have consistent color scales. Right
now it seems to me that the red color in the left panel has nothing to do with D.

This is now more clear with the color bar and added comment in the caption.

Equation (4): Overbar by convention corresponds to “temporal” averaging. I agree
with you that many “observational” GW study used spatial averaging to substitute this
“temporal” averaging as the observations are transient. But you didn’t make it clear in
the context that the meaning of overbar is not “some” averaging but purely temporal
C3 averaging. Line 178: I don’t quite understand here: Ep is proportional to the wave
amplitude (i.e., T_hat), but I don’t think it’s necessarily proportional to the GWs with the
largest wavelengths.

I hope that these point are more clear between lines 182 and 184.

Line 196: longer -> larger.

Done.

Line 225: It would be better to explicitly add a sentence here stating that another factor
that would distort MF is the distortion of Ep. Line 233: From my impression, I think
such a short horizontal wavelength GW is not suitable for GPS-RO to actually detect?
Equation (9): I did not read the companion paper by Hierro et al. (2017), so cannot
judge about this specific case study: can you actually calculate how much Equation (9)
is distorted for the dominant GW modes for this case? Again, for the entire Section 3,
I’d say it’s not closely related to the rest of the paper.

We feel that these and other additional points are more discussed and detailed in the
new Section 3.

Line 278: add “that” after “mind”. Also, what does “dispersion” exactly mean here?

Done. We changed “dispersion” by “distribution” which better express the idea that we
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had at this point.

Figure 5: Are you using the same bin size for both 5(a) and 5(b)? It would be better to
add the “total = XXX” on the panel so readers would get a straightforward information
of how different the sampling frequency is globally.

A comment was included in the caption to the figure with the exact number of sound-
ings.

Also, does the alpha-angle for GPS-RO vary with latitude significantly?

No significant variation with latitude was detected.

Please also note the supplement to this comment:
https://www.atmos-meas-tech-discuss.net/amt-2017-192/amt-2017-192-AC2-
supplement.zip

Interactive comment on Atmos. Meas. Tech. Discuss., doi:10.5194/amt-2017-192, 2017.
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